
THE MUSIC OF THE PLAY 

 

What with the play being predominantly non-verbal, our approach to 

composing the music of the piece could not be black and white. 

Initially, we began to toy with what soundworlds we felt our piece 

should inhabit in a broader sense. Our research brought us to three 

main soundworld concepts. First was the soundscape of a playground 

and the shouts, cries, squeals and laughter that they encompass in 

the tapestry of children’s lives. We felt a purity about the noise of 

all that young emotion overlapping and spilling into one another. 

Second was the sounds of heaven and divinity- audibly painting a 

dante-esc picture of heaven through the baroque and the romantic 

movements to represent the bliss and sacred years of childhood. 

Finally was a soundworld of folk. Domestic and earthy, the sounds of 

nature and home expressed through the styles of Joni Mitchell, 

Crosby, Stills and Nash etc. Through discussions we found that folk 

was the musical world we wanted to go into- this is what fitted most.  

 

Our compositions are a mixture of natural noises of the world, as 

well as piano, guitar and voice. They pinpoint three quite 

juxtaposing moments of the play: a moment of friendship, as Wilbur 

and Pip contentedly drink milk, the destruction of orange world, and 

the transitions between the worlds of reality and orange-reality.  

 

‘Milk’ depicts the mellow feeling of peace that subtle instances of 

friendship evoke. It is light, slow and slurred and utilises 

harmonies in fifths and fourths along with a simple melody. Along 

with this comes a moment of dissonance which is symbolic of the 

unrest which is soon to follow. ‘From the clouds’ is a concoction of 

voice, piano, guitar, and sounds of the earth that begin to distort 

as a means of portraying the shift from one reality to another. It 

was inspired by the beauty of Satie, and the dissonant nature of 

Schoenberg. ‘Destruction’ is a more intense and darker piece on 

guitar and voice, with six voices becoming an eerie cacophony. It 

symbolises the culmination of mental torment for Wilbur that results 

in the pinnacle destruction of the orange world.  

 

There is a definite sound to the piece which we have established, 

strung together by the voice which acts as a continuum across the 

stoicness and the shifts in the story.  

 

 



 

 


